
9/18/73 
Dear 

My apologies. I thought I'd answered your Chicago card. 
The accumulation of years neither slows me down, reduces ey interests nor gives me more time, so I stay forever too busy on projects that have little commercial prospeot. Currently and for some time it has bee, as you almost indicate, The Watergate. I'm deeply into it and a book that will be an enormity and of which py wife has retyped about 250 pages. 
What you say of it is more of an understatement that you have any way of knowing. 
4nd despite the seeming diligence of the press and the attractiveness of the televised hearinge, another whitewash is and long has been in the works. If nothing else explains, and with different people there are different explanations, fear does. 
I doubt anyone could summon the skill to treat this as it requires. 
An aeent spoken to by a friend offered the opinion that a comprehensive treatment is beyond the capacity of any mortal. So, I have eo agent, as well as no proepect for a contract. 

Otherwise, there i3 	nol.; here. 	are still very rough. 
Your reference to the long and soli-imposed silence is oryptic, but it 

betokens something personal, so I say no more than that these things are 
understandable. Mope whatever caused it is past. Throwing yourselves into the 
magazine should be good for whatever it is/was. 

The teeperature of Fall alone has cone here. The dogwoods and an occasional yellowing poplar leaf are the only other harbingers. The dogwoods are berried and beginning to redden. Ours are particularly beautiful. Of course, the days are shorter. In a perverse way that shortens my short nights when I awaken and can't ell the tZeee Summers l oan await the first dim light. Now it is dark to 6:j0 and that is late for me. So, sometimes I'm at se it by 3, more often a little after 4. 
There is nothing new 1 can tell you of those you knew. I have beard nothing. 
If your VaIkisdhe Boobacebter hasn't told you, keew Orleans remains sui generis, what with the Gar,isen trial, the government making deals with all the co-defendants it contrived, fake plots to off Nixon and the like. In all these things, the weirdest of recent developments is earrison becoming his own lawyer. On the fake plot, it seems that the accused was half a continent, sway, but nobody bothered to chock the second-hand report of a paranoid plot reporter. So, eeepite apparent inteeeet, that poor man is in jail, charged with crimes on which he was given inranity to surrender, orimesthat if true exist only because of the injustice against him. 
Sound fereliarg 

MY wife calls no to lunch. Hope you are both well, and thanks for writing. 
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Dear Hal 	 

I note postmark of your most recent letter to be
 30 Nov 72. I 

don't know if I replied at that time--I have bee
n through a long 

period of self-imposed silence during which I ha
ve not written 

anyone. I think I did send you a postcard from 
Chicago a few months 

back. 

So how are you? Fall has eased the Great Plains 
summer heat and 

also reminded us of the urgency of publishing ST
EPPENWOLF FIVE—

which will take all our energy for next few mon
ths. Printing 

costs are absolutely staggering...offset process
 no savings over 

letterpress, either, so we'll probably stay with
 the latter method 

and again have our British printer do the work. 

Watergate astounds; the mind very nearly boggles
. I say very newly 

because Mr. Nixon's morality has never been with
out tarnish, so far 

as polities are concerned. That EirWriuld surrou
nd himself with 

characters of like persuasion is probably only n
atural, on reflection. 

In any case, a dismal situation. 

My friend, let me have a note from you when time
 permits. 

Best personal gards, 


